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Petaluma’s 101 North Brewing Co. joins the outpouring of brewers across
the county breaking out of wine’s shadow as craft beers gain traction nationwide
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Brian Williams

Under
scrutiny,
Williams
yields
‘Nightly News’ anchor takes
leave temporarily as NBC
investigates, weighs options
By EMILY STEEL
NEW YO R K T I M ES
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TAKING A TURN: Jesse Turner empties mash from the mash tun Tuesday at the 101 North Brewing Co. facility in Petaluma. 101 North is one of the new
breweries that have opened their doors in Sonoma County in the past five years.
By BILL SWINDELL
THE P RE S S D E MO C RAT

T

he large white tanks at Lagunitas Brewing Co. can be seen
throughout northern Petaluma’s
industrial parks, a stark reminder that
it produces almost 75 percent of the beer
made in Sonoma County.
Fans constantly stream into the
Petaluma brewery to taste its legendary India pale ale, which has made the
22-year-old company the fifth-largest
craft brewer in the United States.
Production between the plant and a
new Chicago facility will likely surpass
850,000 barrels this year, about 40 percent more than in 2014.
But just down the road, other smaller
brewers are trying to make their mark
in an increasingly crowded marketplace,
where competition is fierce for everything from supermarket shelf space to
TURN TO BEER, PAGE A11

Joel
Johnson

CRAFT BEER NICHE: Joel Johnson and partner John Lilienthal produce
a variety of beers under the 101 North Brewing Co. label.

ON THE WEB

■ For more photos and for news on Russian River Brewing’s
Pliny the Younger, go to pressdemocrat.com.

John
Lilienthal

Brian Williams, acknowledging that the scrutiny and
criticism he was attracting was
becoming a distraction for his
network, said Saturday that he
was stepping aside as anchor of
NBC’s “Nightly News” for the
next several days.
In a memo to the NBC News
staff, Williams said that Lester
Holt, the anchor for “Dateline,”
would step in as the network
dealt with the crisis caused by
Williams’ admission that he
had misled the public with an
account of a helicopter incident
in Iraq.
“In the midst of a career spent
covering and consuming news,
it has become painfully apparent to me that I am presently too
much a part of the news, due to
my actions,” Williams said in
the two-paragraph memo.
Williams is both anchor and
managing editor for “NBC
Nightly News.” He did not say
exactly when he expected to return to the anchor chair.
“Upon my return, I will continue my career-long effort to be
worthy of the trust of those who
place their trust in us,” he said.
Richard Hanley, a journalism
professor at Quinnipiac University, said Williams’ decision
would help avert an awkward
situation in which his newscast
was overshadowed by the attention on his own problems.
“It would be impossible for
him to be as confident a reader of news with this over his
head,” Hanley said. “The audiTURN TO WILLIAMS, PAGE A10

Can Marine accused in ‘Sniper’ killing get fair trial?
Defenders worry Oscar-nominated
film casting shadow as suspect
heads to court in Texas
By ALLEN G. BREED and JAMIE STENGLE
ASSOCIATED P RE S S

STEPHENVILLE, Texas — Eddie
Ray Routh had been talking crazy for
a while. So when he showed up on his
sister’s doorstep one afternoon two
Februarys ago and claimed to have
shot two men, she didn’t know what
to think.
But when Laura Blevins saw the big
black custom pickup in the driveway, not
Eddie’s Volkswagen Beetle, her stomach
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post-traumatic stress disorder
tightened. He asked if she was
and other personal demons bewith him “in hell,” then drove
setting him.
off into the fading light.
Routh’s attorneys are plan“I’m terrified for my life,”
ning to argue that he was inshe breathlessly told a 911 dissane. Many expect PTSD from
patcher. “I don’t know if he’s
his Iraq tour and a relief misbeing honest with me.”
sion to earthquake-stricken
It wasn’t long before she got
Haiti to be another narrative
her answer.
Eddie Ray
thread in that defense.
Routh, a 27-year-old Iraq
Routh
But with Kyle’s personal
War veteran, is scheduled
story the subject of a blockto stand trial Wednesday,
charged with capital murder in the buster currently packing them in at
slayings of Chad Littlefield and former cinemas near and far, Routh’s defendNavy SEAL Chris Kyle, whose memoir ers wonder whether he can get a fair
“American Sniper” is now an Academy trial.
Although it appears that Kyle and
Award-nominated movie. The two men
had taken the ex-Marine to a shooting Routh hadn’t met before that fatal day
range in an attempt to help him battle
TURN TO SNIPER, PAGE A11
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FRACKING PROTEST: Calling on Gov. Brown

to stop the drilling practice, environmental and
labor activists take to the streets in Oakland / A3

PAUL MOSELEY / Fort Worth Star-Telegram, 2012

Chris Kyle, a former Navy SEAL and author of
the book “American Sniper,” and his friend, Chad
Littlefield, were fatally shot in 2013 in Texas.
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